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INTRODUCTION

The government of Lebanon seeks an international bailout to save its financial system, which will require an estimated $93 billion rescue.1 The amount needed is astronomical. But even if a rescue were feasible, other systemic challenges remain. Lebanon’s financial system is rife with illicit finance. It is a conduit for money laundering schemes that fund Hezbollah and its nefarious activities, generating billions of dollars per year for the terrorist group.

Hezbollah’s illicit financial activities draw upon formal and informal channels. Identifying those channels is not a simple matter. U.S. intelligence agencies investigating Hezbollah’s criminal network do not even have a full picture of its revenue streams. Still, certain basics are known:

Hezbollah generates significant proceeds in cash from criminal activities. The terrorist group relies on complex trade-based money laundering schemes spanning from South America to Africa to the United States. But for Hezbollah to repatriate this money, the funds must transit the formal Lebanese and international financial systems.

The purpose of this research memo is to highlight, drawing from open sources, how the Lebanese and international financial systems have become conduits for Hezbollah’s illicit financial activities. This memo identifies cases that illustrate how Lebanon’s Hezbollah laundromat works, with the Lebanese banking sector and political elite at its center.

HEZBOLLAH’S NODES IN LEBANON’S FINANCIAL SYSTEM

In recent years, the U.S. Department of the Treasury has sanctioned numerous Lebanese financial institutions linked to Hezbollah. These include:
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2. **Chams Exchange Company SAL and its owner, Kassem Chams** (designated under Executive Order 13224 on April 11, 2019);³

3. **Kassem Rmeiti & Co. For Exchange** (designated as a foreign financial institution of primary money laundering concern under Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act on April 23, 2013);⁴

4. **Halawi Exchange Co.** (designated as a foreign financial institution of primary money laundering concern under Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act on April 23, 2013);⁵

5. **Hassan Ayash Exchange** (designated under Executive Order 13224 on January 26, 2011);⁶

6. **Ellissa Exchange Company** (designated under Executive Order 13224 on January 26, 2011);⁷

7. **New Line Exchange Trust Co.** (designated under Executive Order 13224 on January 26, 2011);⁸

8. **The Lebanese-Canadian Bank** (designated as a foreign financial institution of primary money laundering concern under Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act on February 26, 2011).⁹

Relatedly, the U.S. Treasury Department designated Lebanese banker and businessman Kassem Hejeij in 2015. According to Treasury, Hejeij helped open Hezbollah bank accounts and provided credit to Hezbollah procurement companies.¹⁰ Hejeij was chairman of Middle East and Africa Bank (MEAB). After his designation, Hejeij resigned and his son assumed his place.¹¹ Treasury did not sanction MEAB, presumably to avoid destabilizing Lebanon’s banking sector.

In addition, U.S. designations and court cases have implicated a number of individuals in money laundering schemes that allegedly used Lebanese banks as conduits for illicit finance. These include:

- In 2012, Treasury sanctioned Ibrahim Chibli, the Abbassieh branch manager for Lebanon’s Fenicia Bank, for providing material support to Abbas Hussein Harb, who laundered money through Fenicia Bank for the Ayman Joumaa money laundering network.¹²

---
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• In 2015, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) filed a criminal complaint against French-Lebanese dual national Iman Kobeissi, accusing her of conspiring to launder drug money through Lebanon's BLOM Bank. Kobeissi was subsequently convicted as part of a string of cases nicknamed Project Cassandra.

• In 2018, Treasury designated Mohammad Ibrahim Bazzi for providing material support to Hezbollah's money laundering networks. Bazzi sued the U.S. Treasury Department to overturn his designation. In a 2020 court filing, his lawyer indicated that one of Bazzi's companies held an account at Lebanon's Fransa Bank.

Treasury has also designated other foreign actors for using Lebanon's financial system to skirt U.S. financial sanctions on behalf of other illicit actors:

• On June 21, 2011, Treasury sanctioned the Beirut-based North Africa Commercial Bank, owned by the Libyan Arab Foreign Bank, an entity associated at the time with Libya's Qaddafi regime.

• On August 10, 2011, Treasury sanctioned the Commercial Bank of Syria and its Beirut-based subsidiary, the Syrian Lebanese Commercial Bank (under Executive Order 13572).

The U.S. Treasury Department has also designated dozens of Lebanese companies used by Hezbollah and its supporters to launder money. The role of Lebanon's financial sector in these activities is not always evident. The majority of U.S. sanctions and court records name companies in Lebanon implicated in these schemes but do not identify the financial institutions they use. Nevertheless, the implications are grave for the Lebanese banking sector.

Of course, Hezbollah's illicit financial networks also include institutions outside Lebanon, including in the Gulf, the Far East, Europe, Latin America, and the United States. But even in a scenario wherein the majority of Hezbollah's funds sit in banks overseas, some funds ultimately return to Hezbollah's domestic coffers.

HEZBOLLAH’S LAUNDROMAT

Hezbollah relies on a global network of couriers, financiers, businesses, and financial institutions to launder money from organized crime and drugs. These activities generate commissions for Hezbollah. In addition, Hezbollah directly engages in criminal activities, such as drug production and trafficking, human trafficking, gun smuggling, illicit wildlife trafficking, illegal logging, and blood diamonds. The repatriation of funds from these activities is complex, but patterns can be discerned from the aforementioned designations and court documents.

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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**MONEY-EXCHANGE HOUSES TO BANKS**

Lebanese money-exchange houses, or “currency exchanges,” are known to move money in bulk for multiple clients, and their transactions are often nearly impossible to trace. Their accounting relies on the hawala system, which moves money via an informal compensation mechanism between currency-exchange nodes. Multiple court cases and Treasury designations point to currency exchanges as key players in Hezbollah’s illicit financial networks.

**Example 1:**

In April 2019, the U.S. Treasury Department sanctioned Lebanese national Kassem Mohamed Chams and his company, Chams Exchange Company SAL (a.k.a. Ali Mohamed Chams and Partner). According to Treasury, “Kassem Chams and his international money laundering network move tens of millions of dollars a month in illicit narcotics proceeds on behalf of drug kingpins and facilitate money movements for Hizballah.” According to Treasury, the money flowed from Australia, Europe, and Latin America – including Brazil, Colombia, and Venezuela – on behalf of a U.S.-designated Colombian cartel as well as the drug-money laundering network linked to Ayman Joumaa. U.S. authorities indicted Ayman Joumaa in 2011. The U.S. Treasury Department sanctioned him the same year for coordinating “the transportation, distribution, and sale of multi-ton shipments of cocaine from South America and has laundered the proceeds from the sale of cocaine in Europe and the Middle East, according to investigations led by the DEA. Operating in Lebanon, West Africa, Panama and Colombia, Joumaa and his organization launder proceeds from their illicit activities – as much as $200 million per month – through various channels, including bulk cash smuggling operations and Lebanese exchange houses.”

French Court records identify Chams Exchange as a key partner of Hezbollah’s Europe-based network and one of the largest “compensation chambers” for money laundering operations around the world.

**Example 2:**

Court records from Nader Farhat’s pending cases in Miami and New York, alongside evidence seized by Paraguayan authorities (not yet publicly available) and provided to the Foundation for Defense of Democracies...

---


(FDD),24 allege that Farhat offered his money laundering services to a DEA source during a meeting at Cambios Unique S.A., Farhat’s money-exchange house in Ciudad del Este, Paraguay. According to the complaint for the Miami case, “Farhat said that he charges 1.5% for money leaving from Ciudad Del Este; 2% for money leaving from Asuncion, Paraguay; and 3.5% for cash received in the United States or Brazil.” Farhat allegedly offered to pick up $1 million in drug money in Miami every 15 days.25

Evidence seized during raids on Farhat’s offices and obtained by FDD from a confidential source in May 2018 also shows that Cambios Unique S.A. had an account with a money-exchange house in Curitiba, Brazil.26 A confidential source in the banking sector confirmed to FDD that another London-based money-exchange house was the conduit for payments between a U.S. company controlled by Farhat’s co-defendant, Diya Salame, and a Paraguay-based company implicated in the import of counterfeit U.S. brands.27

**Trade-Based Money Laundering**

Once money is injected into the formal financial system, Hezbollah transfers value back to its criminal clients by purchasing goods, selling those goods, and remitting proceeds from merchandise sales to the group’s clients (minus commission). This process generates a steady paper trail. Evidence suggests that Hezbollah financiers use classic money laundering techniques, such as under- and over-invoicing, tax evasion, manipulating the weight and value of goods, mischaracterizing merchandise, or simply creating fake paperwork for nonexistent transactions to justify money transfers.

**Example 1:**

As Treasury noted in its aforementioned 2011 designation of Ayman Joumaa, Joumaa laundered up to $200 million per month for drug cartels. Joumaa sent the28 cartels’ cash proceeds to West African used-car businesses, which would then buy used cars from hundreds of dealers in the United States and Europe. After re-selling the cars, Joumaa wired revenues to Lebanese money exchanges held by the now-shuttered Lebanese-Canadian Bank in Beirut. Companies involved in the scheme bought commodities in Asia on behalf of Latin American fronts, using the same financial institutions. Once delivered to buyers in Colombia and Venezuela, the merchandise was sold through retail businesses and the proceeds returned to the cartels, minus commission.29 The 2015 criminal complaint against Iman Kobeissi confirms that Hezbollah financiers continued to rely on used-car businesses in West Africa to launder illicit proceeds, even after Joumaa’s designation and indictment.30 Joumaa’s attempt to have
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his designation removed also failed. Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control declined to delist him in 2018.31 Joumaa unsuccessfully sued Treasury and had his motion denied in April 2019.32

**Example 2:**

In 2018, U.S. authorities arrested Ali Kassir, a U.S.-Lebanese dual national recently convicted in Miami.33 Kassir is presumed to be part of the Nader Farhat money-laundering scheme. Kassir bought discounted electronics from a Hong Kong-based company owned by a Lebanese national whose cousin, based in Ciudad del Este, would then buy them from Kassir.34

Court records indicate that some of Kassir’s merchandise was counterfeit – including fake Apple accessories. Acting as an unlicensed money remitter, Kassir used his company’s bank account as a pass-through for third-party transactions, ultimately laundering up to $70 million in three years. Some of the money he helped launder moved by courier (cash in suitcases), but most of the payments were wire transfers transiting Florida branches of U.S. banks.35

**Example 3:**

In November 2019, U.S. authorities arrested Diya Salame in Miami. Nader Farhat’s superseding indictment names Salame as a co-defendant. According to Salame’s criminal complaint,

Salame received millions of dollars in third-party wires sent by intermediaries he knew were engaging in money transmitting for a fee, unrelated to the sale or purchase of goods from Salame, to obscure the true origin of the funds. Salame and his co-conspirators created false invoices to conceal the fact that no legitimate goods were being sold to the third-party companies or entities from which Salame was receiving money.

These transactions allegedly included sales of mobile phones to businesses located in the Tri-Border Area of Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay and linked to the Lebanese community there. Paraguayan customs records from 2019 show declared imports of 8.6 million mobile phones, worth a combined $1.3 billion.36 Salame, according to the criminal complaint, received electronic payments from both U.S.-based and overseas companies.37

These examples illustrate the modus operandi of Hezbollah’s illicit financial network. The group’s financiers use both formal and informal channels to move money globally on behalf of criminal syndicates, generating revenue

---
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for Hezbollah in the process. It remains unclear how much money flows back into Lebanon’s financial system via formal banking operations versus cash couriers.

**PORTS OF ENTRY**

Lebanon’s financial crisis has shined a spotlight on the smuggling of subsidized commodities such as diesel oil and wheat flour across the border into Syria through illegal crossings. While overland crossings are essential for Hezbollah, the terror group relies equally on Lebanon’s official ports of entry – the Beirut-Rafic Hariri International Airport and the Port of Beirut – to import goods into the country. In its 2019 designation of Wafiq Safa, the head of Hezbollah’s security apparatus, the U.S. Treasury Department referenced Hezbollah’s use of Lebanon’s ports of entry: “Safa has exploited Lebanon’s ports and border crossings to smuggle contraband and facilitate travel on behalf of Hizballah … while also draining valuable import duties and revenue away from the Lebanese government.”

**The Beirut-Rafic Hariri International Airport**

Hezbollah enjoys access to Lebanon’s international airport by maintaining loyal officials in the airport security apparatus. In fact, in May 2008, Hezbollah used force to prevent opponents from removing the pro-Hezbollah head of airport security, Lebanese Armed Forces Brigadier General Wafiq Ghoucair. Subsequent U.S. court filings reveal the extent of Hezbollah’s access and control.

In recorded conversations between Hezbollah procurement agent Iman Kobeissi and an undercover DEA agent, Kobeissi explained that Hezbollah agents could meet the agent at the airport to discuss the details of a proposed transaction. She added that the agent could “send an airplane full of things” to the airport, where airport authorities “will let you land without … anybody knowing. They will send you a clearance. They are professionals there.”

The DEA’s Operation Cedar exposed how luxury goods, watches, and cars, purchased with proceeds from Hezbollah’s drug trade, entered Beirut via the airport. According to court documents, a Lebanese Armed Forces brigadier general commanding the airport’s Inspections Branch acted as a facilitator, similar to what Kobeissi revealed to the undercover DEA agent.

---


Recent U.S. Treasury Department designations of key Hezbollah business figures also allude to the Beirut airport. The 2019 designation of Saleh Assi, a money launderer and Hezbollah supporter based in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, noted that revenue “generated by Assi’s [tax evasion and money laundering] schemes is delivered to Lebanon via bulk cash transfers.”

**The Port of Beirut**

The explosion of ammonium nitrate at the Port of Beirut in August generated sensational headlines. However, illicit operations at the Port of Beirut have spurred a number of inquiries in Lebanon in recent years. Like the airport, the port’s official apparatus assists in Hezbollah’s import operations. A 2013 report in the Lebanese daily *Al-Joumhouria* noted that Hezbollah “considers that the port and the airport belong to it, and it brings through them whatever it wants in terms of containers.”

A 2015 report by the Beirut-based daily *As-Safir* summarized this system: “[T]he mafias of smuggling and forging customs manifests include brokers, traders and customs clearing agents who belong politically to rival forces, but who cooperate and complement each other in the ‘market,’ as part of tightly managed, organized networks.” This involves multiple administrative levels. As the report explained, “These mafias have ‘partners’ in official departments who divide tasks according to a ‘pyramid’ structure, which starts with political cover and the highest administrative level. It proceeds to include employees at the middle and regular levels, and ends with members and heads of official agencies.” The report estimated that evasion of tariffs and excise taxes totaled $1.2 billion per year. A separate 2019 report estimated that manipulation of manifests for imported cars and car parts at the port had resulted in evaded taxes and tariffs worth hundreds of millions of dollars.

Hezbollah uses other illicit means to evade other port fees. *Al-Joumhouria* quoted a clearing agent explaining that to avoid the 5 percent fee on televisions imported from China, for example, the importer alters the manifest and lists the televisions as computer monitors, which are exempt. The *Al-Joumhouria* report further noted that surveillance cameras were either non-operational or were facing walls so that illegal activity could be obscured.

**The Port of Latakia, Syria**

In 2009, Hezbollah procurement agents Dani Tarraf and Hassan Hodroj revealed to FBI undercover agents and sources Hezbollah’s unrestricted access to Syria’s Port of Latakia. Tarraf explained that Hezbollah “controlled the port,” meaning that “secrecy was guaranteed, because all cameras could be shut down.” According to Tarraf, who

---
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was part of a plot to ship weapons from Philadelphia, “no shipping paperwork was required at all once the items reached Syria.”50 Hodroj, meanwhile, described the port as “ours,” adding that Hezbollah “brings anything it wants into that Port.”51

According to a 2015 Al-Joumhouria report, Hezbollah used Latakia to smuggle commercial goods into Lebanon. After passing through Latakia, the goods traveled overland through the Syrian border town of al-Qusayr – which Hezbollah has directly controlled since 2013 – and into Lebanon’s Hermel region, a Hezbollah stronghold. From Hermel, Hezbollah distributes the smuggled goods in the Lebanese market.52

Last year, Arab media documented the flooding of cheap Iranian steel into the Lebanese market. According to some reports, the shipments came through the Port of Beirut or the Port of Tripoli.53 Other reports noted that Latakia was another port destination for the Iranian cargo, which was then transferred overland into Lebanon and distributed at below-market rates, reportedly by traders close to Hezbollah.54

**LEBANON’S BANKS**

Hezbollah has endeavored to distance itself from Lebanon’s financial collapse. The group has tried to pin the charges of wastefulness and corruption on other members of the political class and on the banks, while presenting Hezbollah as an anti-corruption force. This characterization grossly distorts the reality of Hezbollah’s relationship with Lebanon’s banking sector.

In August 2019, the U.S. Treasury Department sanctioned Jammal Trust Bank (JTB). While JTB is one of only two Lebanese banks to be sanctioned, the banking sector’s exposure to Hezbollah’s operations goes far beyond these institutions. This is clear from previous U.S. designations.

In October 2018, Treasury designated Muhammad Abdallah al-Amin for his role in supporting Adham Tabaja, a co-manager of Hezbollah’s business affairs component (BAC) who was also under U.S. sanctions.55 Treasury accused Amin of concealing funds for Tabaja, serving “as a liaison between Tabaja and banking officials,” and assisting “Tabaja in circumventing the impact of sanctions.”56 In July 2019, the U.S. Treasury Department designated

Amin Sherri, a Hezbollah parliamentarian. According to Treasury, Sherri pressured financial institutions to assist Hezbollah and also “facilitated Tabaja’s access to Lebanese banks.”

These designations did not identify specific banks aside from JTB, which Treasury asserted had “facilitated hundreds of millions of dollars in transactions through the Lebanese financial system.” Treasury’s language makes it clear, however, that other banks are repositories for Hezbollah’s illicit finance.

Claims in civil litigation further assert that Hezbollah has a significant presence in the Lebanese banking system. The most comprehensive claims appear in a civil lawsuit filed in 2019 in the Eastern District of New York (Bartlett et al. v. Société Générale de Banque au Liban et al., or Bartlett) by families of Americans killed or maimed by Hezbollah operations in Iraq between 2004 and 2011. The complaint alleges that 12 Lebanese commercial banks “knowingly provid[ed] extensive and sustained material support, including financial services to Hezbollah and its companies, social welfare organizations, operatives, and facilitators.”

The claims are based on transactions by customers, some with known ties to Hezbollah, and others with alleged links to the terrorist group. The complaint identifies dozens of companies allegedly controlled by Hezbollah at that time or owned by Hezbollah financiers who used the Lebanese banking sector to conduct business. The banks deny the allegations and seek to dismiss the case.

Since the filing of Bartlett in 2019, the U.S. Treasury Department has designated one of the defendant banks, the aforementioned Jammal Trust Bank. Treasury subsequently designated other persons and companies named in the lawsuit, as noted in the list below:

**Bank Audi**

The Bartlett complaint alleges that Bank Audi maintained accounts for companies directly controlled by Hezbollah or owned by its financiers. These companies allegedly included:

1. **Ovlas Trading (Offshore) SAL and Ovlas Trading SA**, the latter of which is owned by Kassem Tajideen, whom the U.S. Treasury Department designated in 2009. Treasury sanctioned Ovlas Trading SA in 2010.

---
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4. **Inter Aliment SAL Offshore**, owned by Saleh Assi, a facilitator, money launderer, and partner of Adham Tabaja, the designated co-manager of Hezbollah's BAC. Assi was designated in 2019, along with Inter Aliment SAL Offshore. 64

5. **Special Operations Group SAL**, a company founded by Kamel Amhaz, whom Treasury sanctioned in 2014 for his role in Hezbollah's procurement network. 65 The Lebanese corporate register currently lists the company as “under dissolution.” 66

6. **Info Trust SAL and Info Trust SARL**, companies owned by the Halawi network of money launderers. 67 Treasury designated Halawi Exchange Co. in 2013 for helping Hezbollah transfer and launder illicit funds. 68

7. **Atlas Holding SAL**, a company subordinate to Hezbollah's Executive Council and controlled by the Martyrs Foundation, one of the oldest and most important Hezbollah fundraising and service institutions, which Treasury designated in 2007. 69 Treasury sanctioned Atlas Holding in 2020. 70 Bank Audi also allegedly maintained an account for Medical Equipments and Drugs International Corporation SAL (MEDIC), which was included in Treasury's 2020 designation of Atlas Holding. 71

**Banque du Liban et D'Outre Mer (BLOM) Bank**

The Bartlett complaint alleges BLOM Bank maintained accounts for some of the same companies as Bank Audi – Ovlas Trading SA, and Spectrum Investment Group Holding SAL – as well as other entities. Those additional entities allegedly included:


---

2. **Mustapha Fawaz**, whom Treasury designated in 2015, having identified him as a significant donor to Hezbollah and a member of its external security organization, active in Nigeria.73

3. **Car Care Center (CCC)**, a subsidiary of Adham Tabaja’s Al-Inmaa Group for Tourism Works. Treasury designated CCC in 2015, along with Adham Tabaja, Al-Inmaa Group, and Husayn Faour, a Hezbollah member who worked with Tabaja and who managed CCC. Treasury identified CCC as a front company for Hezbollah.74

4. **Beton Plus SAL**, a company founded by Salah Abdul Rauf Izzedin,75 a business associate of Adham Tabaja who sits on the board of a company (called Green City) founded by Tabaja.76

5. **Arch Consulting SARL**, formerly known as Research Institute of Jihad al-Bina. Jihad al-Bina is Hezbollah’s construction arm, which Treasury designated in 2007.77 Arch Consulting’s co-founder and director general, Walid Ali Jaber, a former Jihad al-Bina director, owns 40 percent of the company. The company’s other co-founder, Muhammad Haydar Qanso, who owns 30 percent, was a partner in two companies founded by the former commander of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps-Quds Force (IRGC-QF) and director of the Iranian Committee for the Reconstruction of Lebanon, Hassan Shateri (a.k.a. Hessim Khoshnevis),78 who was designated in 201079 and was killed in Syria in 2013.80 The Treasury Department designated Arch Consulting on September 17, 2020. Treasury’s press release identified the company as subordinate to Hezbollah’s Executive Council. It added that as of 2019, Arch Consulting “won bids for Lebanese government contracts worth millions of dollars. The company “sent some profits from these contracts to Hizballah’s Executive Council.”81

The *Bartlett* complaint further alleges that Banque Libano-Française maintained accounts for some of the same companies as Bank Audi and/or BLOM Bank, such as Ovlas Trading SA, Inter Aliment SAL Offshore, and a subsidiary of Al-Inmaa Group for Tourism Works. Other Hezbollah-linked companies and persons with accounts at Banque Libano-Française allegedly included:

1. **Al-Inmaa Engineering and Contracting SARL**, a subsidiary of Adham Tabaja’s Al-Inmaa Group for Tourism Works, which Treasury designated in 2015. Treasury described Al-Inmaa as “one of the largest and most successful real estate businesses in Lebanon since the late 1990s,” which Hezbollah used “as an investment mechanism.”

2. **United Company for Insurance Services SARL**, an insurance and pension funding company co-founded by Adham Tabaja, who was also listed as its managing director.

3. **Hoda for Touristic Services & Management Holding SAL**, which listed Hezbollah member and financier Ali Youssef Charara as a co-founder and shareholder.

4. **REEM Pharmaceutical SAL**, a pharmaceutical company operating in Iraq and Kuwait that is owned and controlled by Muhammad Abd al-Amir Farhat. The U.S. Treasury Department designated both Farhat and REEM Pharmaceutical in 2017, identifying Farhat as an associate of Beirut-based IRGC-QF official Hasan Dehghan Ebrahimi, who was also designated.

5. **Primo International SAL Offshore**, a company co-founded by Nazem Said Ahmad and part of the Ahmad clan’s money laundering network. Treasury designated Nazem Ahmad in 2019, identifying him as a Hezbollah financier and money launderer in the blood diamond trade. The *Bartlett* complaint further alleges, citing Lebanese government findings, that when Hezbollah financier Nazem Ahmad’s personal account at the Lebanese-American Bank (LCB) was closed in 2011, the account migrated to BLOM Bank and Bank Audi, among others.

6. **Saleh Assi** was designated by Treasury for laundering money through Nazem Said Ahmad’s diamond businesses and for facilitating payments to Adham Tabaja. Assi was also a partner of Kassem Tajideen and Muhammad Bazzi. Based on Lebanese government findings (according to the *Bartlett* plaintiffs), some of Assi’s assets at LCB migrated, following the bank’s 2011 closure, to Banque Libano-Française, MEAB, and Fransabank, among others.

---


The *Bartlett* complaint further alleges that following LCB’s 2011 demise, Fransabank assumed “a substantial portion of LCB’s blacklisted accounts and business with Hezbollah.” The complaint claims that Fransabank maintained accounts and provided services for the following entities:

1. **Signum International Holding SAL**, a company owned by Ali Youssef Charara, a Hezbollah member and financier.

2. **Compu House SARL**, a technology importer founded and majority-owned by Sultan Khalifa As’ad, Hezbollah’s director of municipal affairs and deputy to the chairman of Hezbollah’s Executive Council, Hashem Safieddine (SDGT). The Treasury Department designated As’ad on September 17, 2020. As part of his portfolio, As’ad is responsible for “dozens of companies subordinate to the Executive Council” and provides “project guidance to these companies and was involved in their financial and legal issues.”


4. **Wanour Real Estate SAL**, a company founded and controlled by Mohammad Bazzi.

5. **Kassem Hejeij**, the aforementioned sanctioned Hezbollah financier.

In addition, the *Bartlett* complaint, citing Lebanese government findings, claims that accounts for the following individuals and entities migrated from LCB to Fransabank: Saleh Assi (SDGT); Inter Aliment SAL Offshore (SDGT); Mohammad Bazzi (SDGT); Global Trading Group, a company owned by Bazzi and designated in 2018; and Phenicia Shipping Offshore SAL, a Lebanon-based company Treasury designated in 2011 for being owned or controlled by members of the Ayman Joumaa money laundering network.

---


Byblos Bank

The Bartlett complaint alleges that Byblos Bank held accounts for “a wide spectrum of Hezbollah entities and operatives.”99 These include, inter alia, corporations owned or controlled by the aforementioned Atlas Holding SAL, which is controlled by Hezbollah’s Martyrs Foundation and was designated in February 2020 along with its CEO, Kassem Mohammad Ali Bazzi.100 Other companies for which Byblos Bank allegedly held accounts include:

1. **Medical Equipments and Drugs International Corporation SAL (MEDIC),** which sells pharmaceuticals and other medical products. Kassem Bazzi serves as its chairman, director general, and authorized signatory. The U.S. Treasury Department designated MEDIC in 2020 for being owned or controlled by Atlas Holding.101

2. **Al-Amana SARL,** which owns gas stations in Lebanon and is owned and controlled by Atlas Holding on behalf of the Martyrs Foundation. Kassem Bazzi is listed as founder, director general, authorized signatory, and shareholder.102 Treasury designated Al-Amana in 2020.103

3. **Global Touristic Services SAL,** another company owned and controlled by Atlas Holding on behalf of the Martyrs Foundation. Kassem Bazzi and Jawad Nur al-Din (a.k.a. Shawqi Mohammad Shafiq), whom Treasury designated along with Bazzi and Atlas Holding in February 2020, are listed as founders and board members of the company. Jihad Mohammad Qanso, an associate of Adham Tabaja, whom Treasury designated in 2018 for assisting Tabaja “in accounting matters, including resolving bank account issues,”104 is listed as the company’s auditor.105

4. **Société Orientale Libanaise d’Investissement et Développement SAL (SOLID),** which lists Atlas Holding among its founders and Jihad Qanso, the U.S.-designated Tabaja associate, as its auditor. The chairman of SOLID’s board is the U.S.-designated Lebanese national Hassan Ali Tajideen,106 who is the executive manager of Tajco, a shareholder in Tajco SAE,107 and a son of designated Hezbollah financier Ali Mohammad Tajideen.108

---


102. (http://cr.justice.gov.lb/search/result.aspx?id=2000093286)


5. **Afrimex (Offshore) SAL**, which is part of the Tajideen Africa network and was founded by Youssef Mohammad Tajideen, brother of the designated Hezbollah financiers Kassem and Ali. Other members of the Tajideen family are listed as shareholders.\(^{109}\)

6. **Amigo Travel and Transport SAL**, part of Adham Tabaja’s network, which lists Jihad Qanso as its auditor. The company was founded by Khodr Ali Abi Haidar,\(^{110}\) manager and partner in Mechalab SARL,\(^{111}\) a company founded by Husayn Ali Faour, a U.S.-designated Hezbollah operative and Tabaja associate.\(^{112}\)

7. **Islamic Resistance Support Organization (IRSO)**, Hezbollah’s fundraising arm, which the U.S. Treasury Department designated in 2006.\(^{113}\) According to the *Bartlett* complaint, IRSO also maintained accounts at Fransabank, Banque Libano-Française, Jammal Trust Bank, and Lebanon and Gulf Bank.

**Lebanon and Gulf Bank**

The *Bartlett* complaint also alleges that Lebanon and Gulf Bank held accounts for and provided financial services to several entities and individuals listed above, including: IRSO, Ovlas Trading SA, Ovlas Trading (Offshore) SAL, Ali Charara’s Spectrum Investment Group Holding SAL, Adham Tabaja and his company Al-Inmaa Engineering and Contracting SARL, Ellissa Exchange Company, and companies owned by Atlas Holding, such as Al-Amana SARL.\(^{114}\) In addition, Lebanon and Gulf Bank allegedly held accounts for the following entities:

1. Additional companies owned or controlled by Atlas Holding, all designated in February 2020:\(^{115}\)
   - Amana Plus Company SAL
   - Shahed Pharm Drugstore SARL
   - City Pharma SARL

2. **Leaders of Supply & Products (Offshore) SAL**, which the *Bartlett* complaint alleges is part of the Tajideen family network. The company’s lawyer and auditor is listed in documents of Tajideen family companies, such as Ovlas Trading (Offshore) SAL and Afrimex (Offshore) SAL.\(^{116}\) The company had maintained accounts at LCB prior to the bank’s closure in 2011, after which the company’s accounts migrated to Lebanon and Gulf Bank and Bank Audi.

---


3. **Mecattaf SAL**, an exchange house that has not been designated. However, according to a document filed as part of a federal civil proceeding in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, Mecattaf in 2009 sent a payment order through its account at Lebanon and Gulf Bank to the Tajideen-controlled company Afrimex (Offshore) SAL, through Afrimex's account at Bank Audi's Tyre branch.\textsuperscript{117}

4. **EBD Teltac (Offshore) SAL**, a company in which Ali Youssef Charara (SDGT) was listed as co-founder and authorized signatory. Charara's Spectrum Investment Group Holding SAL (SDGT) was listed as a shareholder in the company.\textsuperscript{118}

5. **Fantasy World SARL**, a company founded by SDGT Adham Tabaja. One of the company's co-founders is Muhammad Amin Badr al-Din, a Tabaja associate whom the U.S. Treasury Department designated in 2018.\textsuperscript{119} Another Tabaja partner and co-founder of the company is Hezbollah legislator Amin Sherri. Treasury designated Sherri in 2019, citing his partnership with Tabaja in an unspecified Lebanese company.\textsuperscript{120} As mentioned above, Treasury noted that Sherri “facilitated Tabaja’s access to Lebanese banks,” but the department did not identify the banks.\textsuperscript{121}

The Bartlett complaint notes that LCB held an account for Fantasy World from which Tabaja and Sherri were authorized to borrow funds. The Bartlett plaintiffs allege, citing Lebanese government findings, that after Fantasy World’s account at LCB closed in 2011, the account migrated to Lebanon and Gulf Bank and another bank not identified in the lawsuit. The Bartlett complaint further alleges that among other banks, SDGT Kassem Hejeij's MEAB also “maintained an account for and provided financial services to Fantasy World SARL.”\textsuperscript{122}

**CONCLUSION AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS**

The list of businessmen and companies presented here is far from comprehensive. It provides a snapshot of Hezbollah's contamination of the Lebanese financial system.

In a May 2020 address, Hezbollah Secretary General Hassan Nasrallah countered the charge that his group was siphoning dollars out of Lebanon and sending them to Iran and Syria. Instead, Nasrallah made a pointedly detailed assertion: “Go, check, and ask the exchange houses, the banks and the governorship of the Central Bank. They

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
know that we bring in dollars to the country; we don’t export it out of the country. I don’t want to elaborate on this point, as it could lead to negative outcomes.”123

Hezbollah’s importation of U.S. dollars into Lebanon, as Nasrallah boasted, has occurred with the knowledge of the country’s central bank, the Banque du Liban. From its involvement in the dissolution of LCB to abetting banks such as Jammal Trust Bank and MEAB, the central bank has allowed Hezbollah to infiltrate Lebanon’s banks.

In the past, the United States has refrained from targeting Lebanese banks for fear of destabilizing Lebanon’s economy. That fear is now moot given the current financial crisis, which has left the entire sector in ruins. Lebanon’s banking sector needs restructuring. Stakeholders and investors must be able to weed out bad banks and identify banks that can survive and even thrive after restructuring. The U.S. Treasury Department should therefore proactively identify additional bad banks now, either through designations or section 311 of the PATRIOT Act. The United States should also support thorough audits of the banking sector, including the central bank, to say nothing of government agencies, as Lebanon reconciles with its financial collapse. Washington should demand accountability and push to make the results of these audits public.

Lebanon is staring into an abyss entirely of its own making. The country’s corrupt political and financial elite, coupled with Hezbollah’s domination of the system, sealed Lebanon’s fate. For the United States, as much as for the Lebanese people, what matters is to end the current system. Anything less would mean perpetuating the financial crimes that brought Lebanon to this moment in the first place.